For more than 35 years, ESRI has been helping people make better decisions through management and analysis of geographic information. As a software GIS company, ESRI offers a framework for implementing GIS technology and business logic in any organization, from personal GIS on the desktop to enterprise-wide GIS servers including the Web and mobile devices. ESRI GIS solutions are flexible and can be customized to meet the needs of our users.
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ArcGIS Engine: Create Custom GIS Desktop Applications

ArcGIS Engine provides a standard framework for developers to build custom geographic information system (GIS) and mapping applications. ArcGIS Engine is based on ArcObjects™, the core set of components from which ArcGIS products are built. Applications can be developed within the ArcGIS Engine framework, or developers can embed GIS functionality in other custom or commercial applications.

ArcGIS Engine offers:
- Rich, efficient deployment
- Code-effective deployment enabling only an ArcGIS Engine runtime or ArcGIS Desktop license per computer
- Developer controls available in controls, NET, and Java that simplify application development
- A choice of standard developer languages including C#, VB.NET, and C++
- Extensive developer resources including object models, samples, and documentation

ArcGIS Engine is available as part of the ArcGIS Developer Network (ADN) annual subscription program.
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Extensions
ArcGIS Engine runtime extensions include Geodatabase ODBC, Geoserver, 3D, Network, Schematics, Tracking, Maplex, and GeoDatabase. They are integral factors in the development of a custom GIS application and are used to initiate ArcGIS Engine features.

www.esri.com/arcgisengine